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ON C˚-ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED TO ACTIONS OF
DISCRETE SUBGROUPS OF SLp2,RqON R2zt0u
JACOPO BASSI
Abstract. Dynamical conditions that guarantee stability for discrete transformation
group C˚-algebras are determined. The results are applied to the case of some discrete
subgroups of SLp2,Rq acting on the plane with the origin removed by means of matrix
multiplication of vectors. In the case of cocompact subgroups, further properties of
such crossed products are deduced from properties of the C˚-algebra associated to the
horocycle flow on the corresponding compact homogeneous space of SLp2,Rq.
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1. Introduction
Transformation group C˚-algebras represent a tool for the construction of examples
of structure and classification theorems for C˚-algebras and provide a way to interpret
dynamical properties on the C˚-algebraic level. The first cornerstone example is probably
given by the irrational rotation algebras [29], in which case a rotation by pi or 0 corre-
sponds to a ˚-isomorphism between the associated C˚-algebras and the structure is that
of an AT -algebra. The same structure is shared by transformation group C˚-algebras
associated to minimal homeomorphisms on the Cantor set and in this case two such C˚-
algebras are ˚-isomorphic if and only if the corresponding dynamical systems are strongly
orbit equivalent ([13], [28]). Such structure and classification results have been general-
ized in the work of Toms and Winter ([42]), who proved K-theoretic classification and
ASH-structure for C˚-algebras associated to minimal homeomorphisms on compact met-
ric spaces with finite covering dimension, in the case the projections separate the traces.
For the case of actions of groups different from the group of integers, such classification
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results usually rely on the possibility to define an appropriate notion of Rokhlin dimen-
sion which guarantees bounds on the nuclear dimension and so classification and structure
results by [11] and [41]. So far, this approach has proven to be successful for actions of
Zm, m ě 1 ([38]), or more generally, infinite residually finite groups ([39]), and the reals
([17]) on compact metric spaces with finite covering dimension.
The case of discrete groups acting on locally compact non-compact spaces has not de-
served all this attention so far and, as classification results for nonunital C˚-algebras are
emerging during the last years ([15]), the study of such cases should represent in a sense
the natural continuation of the path that brought to the wide variety of results in the
compact case.
In the present paper we focus on transformation group C˚-algebras associated to the
action of certain discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq on R2zt0u by means of matrix multiplica-
tion of vectors. In the first part we seek for dynamical conditions that guarantee stability.
Stability for a transformation group C˚-algebra is automatic for the case of finite groups
acting on locally compact non-compact spaces, since in this case the C˚-algebra is embed-
ded in the stabilization of the algebra of continuous functions on the space. Furthermore,
if the action of a locally compact group G on a second countable locally compact Hausdorff
space X is free and wandering on compact sets, and X{G has finite covering dimension,
the associated C˚-algebra is stable by [16] Corollary 15. As we will see, one of the con-
ditions that we will impose in order to ensure stability is a weaker version of the just
mentioned wandering assumption and under this we will not be able to obtain strong
structure results as the one contained in [16] Corollary 15.
Non-stable transformation group C˚-algebras arising from actions of discrete groups on
locally compact non-compact spaces can be easily constructed: for example, for any lat-
tice G in SLp2,Rq, the finite measure on Gz SLp2,Rq is invariant for both the horocycle
and the geodesic flows ([12] 11.3.1); hence the same is true for their discretizations and
by [35] Lemma 5.3 the corresponding reduced transformation group C˚-algebras admit a
finite trace, hence they are not stable.
In the last part we specialize to the case of cocompact subgroups of SLp2,Rq. In this
situation further properties can be deduced by looking at the C˚-algebra associated to
the horocycle flow on the corresponding compact homogeneous space of SLp2,Rq. In par-
ticular, the corresponding transformation group C˚-algebra has almost stable rank 1 and
a unique trace; hence we can apply the results contained in [4].
Part of the results contained in this paper appear in the author’s PhD thesis.
The organization of the paper is the following: In Section 2 we recall the definition of
weak stable rank 1 for arbitrary C˚-algebras and introduce a condition on an action that
guarantees this property for the corresponding transformation group C˚-algebra. In the
third section we adapt ideas introduced by Sierakowski in his PhD thesis ([37]) to the case
of actions on locally compact spaces and observe that whenever one of these conditions,
namely paradoxicality, together with the one found in the the second section, are satisfied,
the corresponding crossed product C˚-algebra is stable. The fourth section is devoted to
application of our results to the case of actions of certain discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq
and in the last section, using a different approach, we focus on the case of cocompact
discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq.
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1.1. Notation. If G is a locally compact group and A is a C˚-algebra, by an action of
G on A we mean a continuous group homomorphism from G to the group AutpAq of
˚-automorphisms of A, endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence. If X is a
locally compact Hausdorff space, by an action of G on X we mean a continuous map
GˆX Ñ X that is associative and such that the identity of the group leaves every point
of the space fixed.
If a locally compact group G acts on a locally compact Hausdorff space X by means of
an action α : GˆX Ñ X, we denote by C0pXq ¸G the associated (full) transformation
group C˚-algebra, that is the full crossed product C˚-algebra relative to the action αˆgpfq “
f ˝ g´1 for g P G, f P C0pXq. Similarly C0pXq ¸r G is the reduced transformation group
C˚-algebra, that is the reduced crossed product relative to the same action.
If X and Y are two Hilbert modules over a C˚-algebra, we write X Ť Y to mean that X
is compactly contained in Y in the sense of [10] Section 1.
If F Ă S is an inclusion of sets, we write F Ť S to mean that F has finite cardinality.
If X is a topological space and S Ă X a subset, we denote by S˝ its interior.
2. Weak stable rank 1
The concept of stable rank for C˚-algebras was introduced by Rieffel in [30] as a non-
commutative analogue of the covering dimension of a space and the case of stable rank
1 has received particular attention, since for example, C˚-algebras with stable rank 1
have cancellation ([6] Proposition V.3.1.24), in the unital case they are K1-injective ([6]
Theorem 5.3.1.26) and Cuntz equivalence of positive elements can be reduced to isomor-
phism of Hilbert modules and Blackadar equivalence ([10], [24]). Conditions under which
a transformation group C˚-algebra has stable rank 1 have been given in [27] for actions of
the integers; for actions of other groups with finite Rokhlin dimension on compact spaces
such conditions can be obtained by combining the results in [18], [38] or [39] and [34],
under some other assumptions, as for example, the existence of an invariant measure. If A
is a C˚-algebra, it is said to have stable rank 1 if every element in its minimal unitization
A˜ can be approximated by invertible elements in A˜. A more restrictive approximation
property (which is non-stable) is the following
Definition 2.1 ([40] Definition 2.50). Let A be a C˚-algebra. Then A has weak stable
rank 1, wsrpAq “ 1, if A Ă GLpA˜q.
Another variation of the concept of stable rank 1 is the following
Definition 2.2 ([31] Definition 3.1). Let A be a C˚-algebra. Then A has almost stable
rank 1, asrpAq “ 1, if wsrpBq “ 1 for every hereditary C˚-subalgebra B Ă A.
A C˚-algebra A is said to be stable if A b K » A, where K denotes the C˚-algebra
of compact operators on a separable Hilbert space. Stable C˚-algebras always have weak
stable rank 1 by [40] Lemma 2.51 and their multiplier algebra is properly infinite by [32]
Lemma 3.4. The connection between stability and stable rank in the σ-unital case was
already investigated in [32] Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 3.6. For our purpose, we need
the following slight variation of the results contained in [32]:
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Theorem 2.1. Let A be a σ-unital C˚-algebra. The following are equivalent
(i) wsrpAq “ 1 and MpAq is properly infinite;
(ii) A is stable.
If A is simple, they are equivalent to
(iii) wsrpAq “ 1 and MpAq is infinite.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2 of [32] applies under the hypothesis of weak stable rank 1,
hence if wsrpAq “ 1 and MpAq is properly infinite, then A is stable by the considerations
in the proof of [32] Proposition 3.6. As we already observed, for any stable C˚-algebra A,
wsrpAq “ 1 and its multiplier algebra is properly infinite. In the simple case the result
follows by an application of Lemma 3.3 of [32]. l
In order to obtain stability for a transformation group C˚-algebra, we introduce a
certain dynamical condition and observe that it guarantees weak stable rank 1; this is the
content of the rest of this section. We will deduce infiniteness properties for the multiplier
algebra by adapting the results contained in [37] to the locally compact case in the next
section.
Definition 2.3. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X. The action is said to be squeezing if for every F Ť G and every C Ă X compact there
exists γ P G such that
(1) γgγhC X γgC X C “ H
for all g, h P F .
Note that Definition 2.3 only makes sense for actions on locally compact non-compact
spaces.
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X by means of a squeezing action. Then wsrpC0pXq ¸Gq “ 1.
Proof. Every element in C0pXq ¸ G can be approximated by elements in CcpG,CcpXqq,
hence it is enough to prove that any element in CcpG,CcpXqq is invertible in C0pXq¸G„.
Let F Ť G and z “ řgPF zgug be such that zg P CcpXq for every g P F . Define
C :“ ŤgPF supppzgq and let K Ă X be a compact subset such that C Ĺ K˝. There exists
a continuous function f : X Ñ r0, 1s such that supppfq Ă K, f |C “ 1; furthermore, since
the action is squeezing, there is a group element γ P G such that
(2) γgγhK X γgK XK “ H
for all g, h P F Y F´1 Y teu.
From our choice of f , it follows that we can write
(3) z “ fz “ pfuγqpuγ´1zq.
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Computing the third power of uγ´1z we obtain
puγ´1zq3 “ p
ÿ
gPF
uγ´1zgugq3
“
ÿ
g,g1,g2PF
pzg ˝ γqpzg1 ˝ pγ´1gγ´1q´1qpzg2 ˝ pγ´1gγ´1g1γ´1q´1quγ´1gγ´1g1γ´1g2 .
(4)
Since for every s P G and φ P CcpXq we have supppφ ˝ s´1q “ s supppφq, from the choice
of K and γ, we see that
supppzg ˝ γq X supppzg1 ˝ pγ´1gγ´1q´1q X supppzg2 ˝ pγ´1gγ´1g1γ´1q´1q
“ γ´1 supppzgq X γ´1gγ´1 supppz1gq X γ´1gγ´1g1γ´1 supppzg2q
Ă γ´1K X γ´1gγ´1K X γ´1gγ´1g1γ´1K
“ γ´1pK X gγ´1K X gγ´1g1γ´1Kq “ H,
(5)
since K X gγ´1K X gγ´1g1γ´1K “ H if and only if γpg1q´1γg´1K X γpg1q´1K XK “ H.
Hence
(6) pu´1γ zq3 “ 0
and uγz is nilpotent. In the same way we obtain
(7) pfuγq3 “ fpf ˝ γ´1qpf ˝ γ´2quγ3 “ 0
since γ2K X γK XK “ H. Hence z is a product of nilpotent elements, thus is the limit
of invertible elements in pC0pXq ¸Gq„. l
Remark 2.1. Natural variations of Definition 2.3 lead to the same result of Proposition
2.2. The reason why we chose this form is that it fits in the discussion of Section 4.
Remark 2.2. Proposition 2.2 applies to the reduced crossed product as well.
3. Contractive and paradoxical actions
In the last section we determined a condition on an action of a discrete group that
guarantees weak stable rank 1 for the transformation group C˚-algebra. In view of The-
orem 2.1 this section is devoted to find conditions that guarantee infiniteness properties
for the multiplier algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra.
Let A be a C˚-algebra endowed with an action α of a locally compact group G and
I Ă A an α-invariant ideal. The inclusion map ι : I Ñ A is a covariant ˚-homomorphism
and so by [43] Corollary 2.48 there is a ˚-homomorphism ι ¸G : I ¸G Ñ A ¸G that is
the identity on CcpG, Iq. Now, as explained in [43] 3.4, the closure of CcpG, Iq in A ¸ G
(which is an ideal) coincides with the isomorphic image of I ¸G under ι¸G.
In the case of the reduced crossed product, a faithful ˚-representation of A restricts to a
faithful ˚-representation of I and the integrated form gives the inclusion I¸rG Ă A¸rG,
where I ¸r G is an ideal in A¸r G.
In particular, if A is any C˚-algebra and G a discrete group acting on it, then A¸prqG is
isomorphic to an ideal in MpAq¸prqG, where the action of G on MpAq is the extension of
the action on A. Then there is a unital ˚-homomorphism φ : MpAq¸prqGÑMpA¸prqGq;
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if we identify MpA ¸prq Gq with the C˚-algebra of double centralizers on A ¸prq G and
A¸prqG with its isomorphic image in MpAq ¸prqG, φpxqy “ xy for any x in MpAq ¸prqG
and y in A¸prq G. This will be the framework for the following considerations.
In virtue of the above discussion, all the results we state in the rest of this section
concerning full transformation group C˚-algebras hold true for the reduced transformation
group C˚-algebras as well. The same applies to the results contained in the next section,
where in order to prove the analogue of Proposition 4.6 for the reduced crossed product,
one can use the extension of the surjective ˚-homomorphism from the full crossed product
to the reduced crossed product to the multiplier algebras.
The concept of contractive action (see below) was already considered in [37] page 22
and has to be compared with the more restrictive Definition 2.1 of [1].
Definition 3.1. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X. The action is said to be contractive if there exist an open set U Ă X and an element
t P G such that tU Ĺ U . In this case pU, tq is called a contractive pair and U a contractive
set.
The notion of scaling element was introduced in [7] and was used to characterize stable
algebraically simple C˚-algebras.
Definition 3.2 ([7] Definition 1.1). Let A be a C˚-algebra and x an element in A. x is
called a scaling element if x˚xpxx˚q “ xx˚ and x˚x ‰ xx˚.
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact Hausdorff space
X. Consider the following properties:
(i) The action of G on X is contractive.
(ii) There exists a scaling elementary tensor in CcpX,CbpXqq.
Then piiq ñ piq. If X is normal, then piq ñ piiq.
Proof. piiq ñ piq: Let x “ utf be a scaling elementary tensor in CcpG,CbpXqq and U the
interior of supppfq. Since x˚x “ |f |2 and xx˚ “ |f ˝ t´1|2, the condition x˚xxx˚ “ xx˚
implies |f ||tU “ 1; in particular tU Ă U . Suppose that tU “ U . Then
(8) |f ||Uc “ 0, |f ||U “ |f ||tU “ 1|tU
and
(9) |f ˝ t´1||Uc “ |f ˝ t´1||ptUqc “ |f ˝ t´1||tpUqc “ 0.
Since G acts by homeomorphisms, U is a clopen set and t´1U “ tU , which entails
(10) |f ˝ t´1||U “ 1|U “ 1|tU .
This would imply |f | “ |f ˝ t´1| and x˚x “ xx˚. Hence tU Ĺ U .
Suppose now that X is normal and let pU, tq be a contractive pair. Take ξ P UzptUq. By
Urysohn Lemma (normality) there exists a continuous function f : X Ñ r0, 1s that is 0
on U c and 1 on tξu Y ptUq. The element x :“ utf P CcpG,CbpXqq satisfies x˚x “ f 2,
xx˚ “ pf ˝ t´1q2 and x˚xpxx˚q “ xx˚. Since supppf ˝ t´1q Ĺ supppfq, we have x˚x ‰ xx˚.
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lCorollary 3.2. Let G be a group acting on a locally compact normal Hausdorff space by
means of a contractive action. Then MpC0pXq ¸Gq is infinite.
Proof. Let x be as in Proposition 3.1, we want to show that φpx˚xq ‰ φpxx˚q (φ is defined
at the beginning of the section). For take ξ P UzptUq and let f P CcpXq be such that
fpξq “ 1. Then px˚xfqpξq ‰ 0 and pxx˚fqpξq “ 0 and so φpx˚xq ‰ φpxx˚q. As shown in
[7] Theorem 3.1 the element x` p1´ x˚xq1{2 is a nontrivial isometry. l
In the following we give a way to construct an isometry in the multiplier algebra of the
transformation group C˚-algebra arising from a contractive action that is different from
the one used in Corollary 3.2.
Definition 3.3. Given an action of a discrete group G on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X, two open sets U1, U2 and an element t P G, the triple pU1, U2; tq is called a
paradoxical triple if U1 Y U2 “ X, U1 X U2 ‰ X and tU1 X t´1U2 “ H.
Note that if G ñ X is contractive and pU, tq is a contractive pair, then pU, ptUqc; tq is
a paradoxical triple. Hence a contractive action always admits a paradoxical triple.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact normal Hausdorff space
X and suppose that pU1, U2; tq is a paradoxical triple for the action. Let f` and f´ be real
valued functions in CbpXq such that supppf`q Ă U1, supppf´q Ă U2 and tpf`q2, pf´q2u
is a partition of unity subordinated to tU1, U2u. The element
(11) w “ utf` ` ut´1f´ P CcpG,CbpXqq
is a nontrivial isometry in CcpG,CbpXqq, as well as its image in MpC0pXq ¸Gq.
Proof. Since pU1, U2; tq is a paradoxical triple,
w˚w “ pf`ut´1 ` f´utqputf` ` ut´1f´q
“ pf`q2 ` f`pf´ ˝ t2qut´2 ` f´pf` ˝ t´2qut2 ` pf´q2 “ pf`q2 ` pf´q2 “ 1,(12)
ww˚ “ putf` ` ut´1f´qpf`ut´1 ` f´utq
“ pf` ˝ t´1q2 ` pf` ˝ t´1qpf´ ˝ t´1qut2 ` pf´ ˝ tqpf` ˝ tqut´2 ` pf´ ˝ tq2 ‰ 1.(13)
If g P CcpXq is such that gpξq ‰ 0 for some ξ P tpU1 X U2q, then ww˚g ‰ g and so the
multiplier corresponding to ww˚ is not the identity too. l
A variation of the concept of contractive action is the following (see [37] Lemma 2.3.2)
and is a particular case of Definition 2.3.6 of [37].
Definition 3.4. LetX be a locally compact Hausdorff space andG a discrete group acting
on it. We say that the action is paradoxical if there are positive natural numbers n, m,
group elements t1, ..., tn`m and non-empty open sets U1, ..., Un`m such that
Ťn
i“1 Ui “Ťn`m
i“n`1 Ui “ X,
Ťn`m
i“1 tipUiq Ĺ X and tiUi X tjUj “ H for every i ‰ j.
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The connection between paradoxicality of an action on a locally compact Hausdorff
space X and existence of properly infinite elements in the crossed product C˚-algebra
associated to this action has been investigated in [37] Lemma 2.3.7, where it is shown
that the characteristic function of a compact open paradoxical set is a properly infinite
projection in the crossed product. Hence, in particular, if X is compact and the action
is paradoxical, then the identity on X is properly infinite. Adapting this idea to our
situation, we will see that in the case X is normal and locally compact, the multiplier
algebra of the crossed product C˚-algebra is properly infinite.
Proposition 3.4. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact normal Hausdorff
space X. If the action is paradoxical, then MpC0pXq ¸Gq is properly infinite.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of part of Lemma 2.3.7 of [37] to the locally compact
case. Let n, m, t1, ..., tn`m and U1, ..., Un`m be as in Definition 3.4. Taking unions and
relabeling we can suppose ti ‰ tj for i ‰ j. Let F :“ tt1, ..., tnu, F 1 :“ ttn`1, ..., tn`mu.
Since X is normal we can take a partition of unity tφtutPF subordinated to tUiuni“1 and
a partition of unity tψsusPF 1 subordinated to tUiun`mi“n`1. Consider the extension of the
action of G to CbpXq and the associated crossed product C˚-algebra CbpXq ¸G.
Define x :“ řtPF utφ1{2t and y :“ řt1PF 1 usψ1{2s . Then
(14) x˚x “ y˚y “ 1.
Note now that
(15) x˚y “
ÿ
tPF,sPF 1
φ
1{2
t pψ1{2s ˝ s´1tqut´1s “ 0
and so xx˚ K yy˚.
Let φ : CbpXq ¸ G Ñ MpC0pXq ¸ Gq be as at the beginning of this section. Take a
positive function f P CcpXq that takes the value 1 on a point ξ P pŤ1ďiďn tiUiqc. Then
(16) xx˚f “
ÿ
t,t1PF
pφ1{2t ˝ t´1qpφ1{2t1 ˝ t´1qutpt1q´1f
entails 0 “ pxx˚fqpξq ‰ fpξq “ 1. Hence xx˚f ‰ f and φpxx˚q ‰ φp1q “ 1. The same
applies to yy˚ and so 1 PMpC0pXq ¸Gq is properly infinite. l
If a discrete group G acts on a locally compact Hausdorff space X, the action is said
to be topologically free if for every F Ť G the set ŞtPF zteutx P X | tx ‰ xu is dense in X
([3] Definition 1). Combining Proposition 3.4 with the results of Section 2 we obtain
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a discrete group acting on a locally compact metric space by
means of an action that is paradoxical and squeezing. Then C0pXq ¸ G is stable. If the
action is topologically free, minimal, squeezing and contractive, then C0pXq¸rG is stable.
Proof. Since X is second countable, C0pXq ¸ G is separable, hence σ-unital. The result
follows from Theorem 2.1, Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 2.2. If the action is topologi-
cally free and minimal, then C0pXq ¸r G is simple by [3]; hence Theorem 2.1 applies also
in this situation. l
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4. The case of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq
A Fuchsian group Γ is a discrete subgroup of PSLp2,Rq ([19] Definition 2.2) and as such
it acts on the hyperbolic plane H and on its boundary BH “ RYt8u » RP1 by means of
Moebius transformations.
Let G be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq acting on R2zt0u by means of matrix multi-
plication of vectors. The quotient map pi : R2zt0u Ñ RP1 induces an action of G on
RP1, which factors through the action of the corresponding Fuchsian group ppGq, where
p : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq is the quotient by the normal subgroup t´1,`1u of SLp2,Rq.
Depending on the absolute value of the trace, an element g in SLp2,Rq or PSLp2,Rq is
said to be hyperbolic if | trpgq| ą 2, elliptic if | trpgq| ă 2 and parabolic if | trpgq| “ 2 ([19]
2.1); the type (hyperbolic, elliptic or parabolic) of an element is invariant under conjugacy
in both SLp2,Rq and PSLp2,Rq. Every hyperbolic element h in SLp2,Rq is conjugated in
SLp2,Rq to a diagonal matrix of the form
(17)
ˆ
λ 0
0 λ´1
˙
, |λ| ą 1
and so every hyperbolic element in PSLp2,Rq is conjugated in PSLp2,Rq to a Moebius
transformation of the form z ÞÑ λ2z (similar conjugacy results hold for elliptic and par-
abolic transformations too). In particular, every hyperbolic element γ in PSLp2,Rq or
SLp2,Rq admits two fixed points for its action on RP1, one repelling, that we denote by
γ´ and one attracting, that we denote by γ`. For a subset of SLp2,Rq or PSLp2,Rq
consisting of hyperbolic transformations, we say that its elements have different axes if
the fixed-point sets for the action of the elements on RP1 are pairwise disjoint.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ be a Fuchsian group containing two hyperbolic elements with different
axes and not containing parabolic elements. Then for every F Ť Γ there exists a hyperbolic
element γ P Γ such that
(18) gγ` ‰ γ´ @g P F.
The same is true if Γ is a group generated by a hyperbolic element.
Proof. Let F Ť Γ. If Γ contains two hyperbolic elements with different axes, then it
contains infinitely many, hence we can take η, δ hyperbolic with different axes and such
that there is at least a fixed point for η that is not fixed by any element in F . Suppose that
F is such that for every n P N there is a g P F with gηnδ` “ gpηnδη´nq` “ pηnδη´nq´ “
ηnδ´. Then, passing to a subsequence
(19) Dg P F s.t. gηnkδ` “ ηnkδ´.
Both ηnkδ` and ηnkδ´ converge to η` and so η` is fixed by g; note now that g cannot fix
η´ by construction and so, up to conjugacy in PSLp2,Rq, we can suppose that η is of the
form z ÞÑ λ2z for some λ ą 0 and g is represented by a matrix in SLp2,Rq of the form
(20)
ˆ
a b
0 a´1
˙
, b ‰ 0.
Hence the element ηgη´1g´1 is parabolic, contradicting the assumption.
If Γ is generated by a hyperbolic element, then all the elements in Γ are hyperbolic and
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have the same fixed-point set, hence the conclusion follows. l
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq such that ppGq is a Fuchsian
group containing two hyperbolic elements with different axes and not containing parabolic
elements or a Fuchsian group generated by a hyperbolic element. Then the action of G on
R2zt0u is squeezing.
Proof. Let F Ť G and let be given an orthonormal basis te1, e2u for R2. By Lemma 4.1
there is a γ P ppGq such that ppgqγ` ‰ γ´ for every g P G. Let h P G be such that
pphq “ γ. Hence h is hyperbolic and is conjugated in SLp2,Rq to a diagonal matrix:
(21) h “ u´1Λu “ u´1
ˆ
λ 0
0 λ´1
˙
u, |λ| ą 1.
Let g1 and g be elements in G and suppose that the upper-left diagonal entry of the matrix
ug1u´1 vanishes: pug1u´1q1,1 “ 0. This means that xe1, ug1u´1e1y “ 0, or equivalently,
ug1u´1e1 P Re2; hence, since the image of u´1e1 under the quotient map pi : R2zt0u Ñ RP1
is γ` and the image of u´1e2 under the same map is γ´, looking at the action of ppGq
on RP1 we obtain ppg1qγ` “ γ´, contradicting the assumption. Hence pug1u´1q1,1 ‰ 0.
Define gu :“ ugu´1, g1u :“ ug1u´1 and compute for n P N
(22) Λngu “
ˆ
λnpguq1,1 λnpguq1,2
λ´npguq2,1 λ´npguq2,2
˙
,
and
(23)
Λng1uΛ
ngu “
ˆ
λ2npg1uq1,1pguq1,1 ` pg1uq1,2pguq2,1 λ2npg1uq1,1pguq1,2 ` pg1uq1,2pguq2,2pg1uq2,1pguq1,1 ` λ´2npg1uq2,2pguq2,1 pg1uq2,1pguq1,2 ` λ´2npg1uq2,2pguq2,2
˙
.
Let C Ă R2zt0u be a compact subset; take real positive numbers r1 and r2 such that the
compact crown Cr1,r2 “ tz P R2|r1 ď }z} ď r2u contains uC. We want to show that there
exists n ą 0 such that
(24) Λng1uΛ
nguCr1,r2 X Λng1uCr1,r2 X Cr1,r2 “ H, @g, g1 P F.
Let px, yqt P R2 be such that Λng1uΛngupx, yqt belongs to uC. In particular, this entails
(25) }Λng1uΛngupx, yqt} ď r2
and taking the first coordinate:
(26) |λ2npg1uq1,1rpguq1,1x` pguq1,2ys ` rpg1uq1,2pguq2,2x` pg1uq1,2pguq2,2ys| ď r2.
Hence
(27) |pguq1,1x` pguq1,2y| ď r2 ` |pg
1
uq1,2pguq2,2x` pg1uq1,2pguq2,2y|
λ2n|pg1uq1,1|
for every px, yqt P pΛng1uΛnguq´1C. Furthermore, if px, yqt P R2 is such that Λngupx, yqt
belongs to Cr1,r2 , then
r21 ď rλnpguq1,1x` λnpguq1,2ys2 ` rλ´npguq2,1x` λ´npguq2,2ys2
“ λ2nrpguq1,1x` pguq1,2ys2 ` λ´2nrpguq2,1x` pguq2,2ys2.(28)
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Combining (27) and (28) we obtain
(29) r21 ď rr2 ` |pg
1
uq1,2pguq2,2x` pg1uq1,2pguq2,2y|s2
λ2n|pg1uq1,1|2 ` λ
´2nrpguq2,1x` pguq2,2ys2
for every px, yqt P pΛng1uΛnguq´1Cr1,r2 X pΛnguq´1Cr1,r2 . If px, yqt belongs to Cr1,r2 , then
there is a constant M ą 0 such that
(30)
|pg1uq1,2pguq2,2x` pg1uq1,2pguq2,2y|s2
|pg1uq1,1|2 ` rpguq2,1x` pguq2,2ys
2 ďM
and this constant does not depend on the choice of g, g1 in F . So, by (29), for n large
enough
(31) pΛng1uΛnguq´1Cr1,r2 X pΛnguq´1Cr1,r2 X Cr1,r2 “ H,
which entails
(32) Cr1,r2 X Λng1uCr1,r2 X Λng1uΛnguCr1,r2 “ H
and so
(33) u´1Cr1,r2 X hng1u´1Cr1,r2 X hng1hngu´1Cr1,r2 “ H
and the result follows since C Ă u´1Cr1,r2 . l
Hence we have determined a class of discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq whose action on
R2zt0u is squeezing. Conditions under which this action is contractive or paradoxical are
the content of the following
Proposition 4.3. Let G be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq acting on R2zt0u by means
of matrix multiplication of vectors. If G contains a hyperbolic element, then the action is
contractive. If G contains at least two hyperbolic elements with different axes, then the
action is paradoxical.
Proof. Suppose that G contains a hyperbolic element, then the same is true for its image
under the quotient map p : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq. Since the action of Γ “ ppGq on RP1
is by homeomorphisms and every hyperbolic element in Γ is conjugated in PSLp2,Rq to
a Moebius transformation of the form z ÞÑ λ2z for some λ ą 1, it follows that the action
of Γ on RP1 is contractive. Hence there are U Ă RP1 and γ P Γ such that
(34) γU Ĺ U.
In the case G contains at least two hyperbolic elements with different axes, then the same
is true for Γ and as is well known, in this case Γ contains a countable subset of hyperbolic
elements with different axes. In order to see this, let γ, η be hyperbolic elements in
Γ with different axes; then the elements in the sequence tηnγη´nunPN are hyperbolic
transformations with different axes. In particular, for every n,m ě 2 natural numbers
there are group elements γ1, ..., γn`m and contractive open sets U1, ..., Un`m, where for
each i “ 1, ..., n`m Ui contains the attracting fixed point γ`i of γi, such that
(35)
nď
i“1
Ui “
n`mď
j“n`1
Uj “ RP1,
(36) γiUi X γjUj “ H @i ‰ j.
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Hence, we just need to observe that the same holds after replacing the sets Ui with pi´1pUiq
and the elements γi with some representatives in G. Equation (35) automatically holds
for the sets pi´1pUiq Ă R2zt0u. Choose a representative gi P G for every γi P Γ; since the
action of G on RP1 factors through the action of Γ, equation (36) can be replaced by
(37) giUi X gjUj “ H @i ‰ j.
By equivariance of the quotient map pi : R2zt0u Ñ RP1 it follows that
(38) gippi´1pUiqq X gjppi´1pUjqq “ H @i ‰ j.
We are left to check that the inverse image of a contractive open set is again a contractive
open set. Since the map R2zt0u Ñ RP1 is a quotient by a group action (the group is
Rˆ), it is open and so the inverse image of the closure of a set is the closure of the inverse
image of the same set; hence, if pU, gq is a contractive pair with U Ă RP1 and g P G, then
(39) gppi´1pUqq “ gpi´1pUq “ pi´1pgUq Ĺ pi´1pUq. l
Corollary 4.4. Let G be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq such that ppGq Ă PSLp2,Rq is a
Fuchsian group containing two hyperbolic elements with different axes and not containing
parabolic elements. The transformation group C˚-algebra C0pR2zt0uq ¸G is stable.
If ppGq is generated by a hyperbolic transformation, then wsrpC0pR2zt0uq ¸ Gq “ 1 and
MpC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq is infinite.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 4.3, Proposition 4.2, Theorem 3.5 and Corollary 3.2. l
Let Γ be a Fuchsian group and consider its limit set
(40) LpΓq “ tx P C8 | Dz P H s.t. Γz Ñ xu,
where C8 is the Riemann sphere and the convergence in the definition is understood to
be in its topology. Following [19] Theorem 3.4.6, if the limit set contains more than two
points, then it is either a perfect nowhere dense subset of RP1 or is the whole RP1; if
LpΓq “ RP1, then Γ is called of the first kind, otherwise it is called of the second kind.
If G is a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then Γ “ ppGq is a discrete cocompact
subgroup of PSLp2,Rq, hence by [19] Corollary 4.2.7 it does not contain parabolic ele-
ments and µpH{Γq ă 8. In particular, it is of the first kind by [19] Theorem 4.5.7 and by
[19] Theorem 3.4.4 LpΓq is the closure of the fixed points of the hyperbolic elements in Γ.
As is well known (and can be proved with the same argument used in Lemma 4.1), if two
hyperbolic elements in a Fuchsian group Γ have different fixed-point sets and Γ does not
contain parabolic elements, then they have different axes. Hence, Corollary 4.4 applies to
this situation.
There are examples of finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the second kind containing
only hyperbolic elements (see [36]). Corollary 4.4 also applies to the case of G Ă SLp2,Rq
such that ppGq is of this type.
In Proposition 4.3 we deduced paradoxicality for the action of a discrete subgroup G
of SLp2,Rq on R2zt0u from paradoxicality of the action of the corresponding Fuchsian
group on RP1 and deduced from this fact that the multiplier algebra of C0pR2zt0uq ¸ G
is properly infinite. It follows from [14] Example VII.3.6 that if Γ is a Fuchsian group
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of the first kind, then its action on RP1 is extremely proximal (see [14] page 96 for the
definition) and this property represents a stronger form of paradoxicality, hence stronger
infiniteness properties for the multiplier algebra of the transformation group C˚-algebra
are expected in this case. Note that in [22] an extremely proximal action is called a strong
boundary action.
The next Proposition is a consequence of the results contained in [22] and [21].
Lemma 4.5. Let G and H be locally compact groups and A, B be C˚-algebras. Suppose
G acts on A and H acts on B and that there is an equivariant involutive homomorphism
φ : CcpG,Aq Ñ CcpH,Bq which is continuous for the L1-norms. Then there is a ˚-
homomorphism φˆ : A¸GÑ B ¸H.
Proof. If ρ : L1pH,Bq Ñ H is a nondegenerate L1-continuous involutive representation of
L1pH,Bq, then the composition ρ ˝ φ : CcpG,Aq Ñ H is L1-continuous as well. Hence
}φpfq} ď }f} for every f P CcpG,Aq by [43] Corollary 2.46. l
Proposition 4.6. Let G be a discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq such that ppGq Ă PSLp2,Rq
is a finitely generated Fuchsian group of the first kind not containing elements of order
2. Then MpC0pR2zt0uq ¸ Gq contains a Kirchberg algebra in the UCT class as a unital
C˚-subalgebra.
Proof. The quotient map p : R2zt0u Ñ RP1 is surjective and equivariant with respect to
the action of G, hence it induces a unital ˚-homomorphism CpRP1q¸GÑ CbpR2zt0uq¸G
which can be composed with the unital ˚-homomorphism CbpR2zt0uq¸GÑMpC0pR2zt0uq¸
Gq introduced at the beginning of Section 3 in order to obtain a unital ˚-homomorphism
φ : CpRP1q¸GÑMpC0pR2zt0uq¸Gq. By [21], finitely generated Fuchsian groups of the
first kind not admitting elements of order 2 lift to SLp2,Rq. Denote by κ : Γ Ñ κpΓq Ă G
a lift. Since the action of G on RP1 factors through the action of Γ, the map
(41) ψc : CcpΓ, CpRP1qq Ñ CcpκpΓq, CpRP1qq
(42) f ÞÑ f ˝ κ´1
is an involutive homomorphism and it preserves the L1-norm, as well as the inclusion
CcpκpΓq, CpRP1qq Ñ CcpG,CpRP1qq. By Lemma 4.5 there is a (unital) ˚-homomorphism
ψ : CpRP1q ¸ Γ Ñ CpRP1q ¸ G. Hence φ ˝ ψ : CpRP1q ¸ Γ Ñ MpC0pR2zt0uq ¸ Gq is
a unital ˚-homomorphism. By [22] Theorem 5 the C˚-algebra CpRP1q ¸ Γ is a unital
Kirchberg algebra in the UCT class, hence ψ ˝ φ is injective and the result follows. l
5. Cocompact subgroups of SLp2,Rq
In this section we observe that for every discrete subgroup G of SLp2,Rq it is possible
to construct a C˚-algebra that is strongly Morita equivalent to C0pR2zt0uq ¸ G. This
C˚-algebra turns out to be stable in the case of cocompact subgroups of SLp2,Rq; by the
stability result of the previous section in this case also the C˚-algebra C0pR2zt0uq ¸G is
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stable and so the two C˚-algebras are ˚-isomorphic. We proceed with the definition of
this C˚-algebra.
Consider the one-parameter subgroup of SLp2,Rq
(43) N :“ tnptq P SLp2,Rq | nptq “
ˆ
1 t
0 1
˙
, t P Ru.
Given a discrete subgroup G of SLp2,Rq, one can define a flow on the corresponding
homogeneous space Gz SLp2,Rq by Gg ÞÑ Ggnp´tq; this is called the horocycle flow ([12]
11.3.1). The stabilizer of the point p1, 0qt in R2zt0u for the action of SLp2,Rq is N and so
the quotient SLp2,Rq{N , endowed with the action of SLp2,Rq given by left multiplication,
is isomorphic, as a dynamical system, to R2zt0u. It follows from Green’s symmetric
imprimitivity Theorem ([43] Corollary 4.10) that the C˚-algebras C0pR2zt0uq ¸ G and
C0pGz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R are strongly Morita equivalent.
Furthermore, if G is a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, the horocycle flow on
Gz SLp2,Rq is free by [12] Lemma 11.28, is minimal by Hedlund Theorem ([5] Theorem
IV.1.9) and is uniquely ergodic by Furstenberg Theorem ([12] Theorem 11.27). These
results motivate the following discussion.
If G is a connected Lie group acting smoothly on a manifold M , then the manifold is
foliated by the orbits of G (see [23] Definition 2.1 for the definition of a foliated manifold)
and one can associate to this foliation a groupoid, called the holonomy groupoid and the
corresponding reduced C˚-algebra ([23] Definition 6.3). If the action of the group is free,
the holonomy groupoid coincides with the groupoidMˆG and in virtue of [23] Proposition
6.5 the reduced C˚-algebra of this groupoid coincides with the reduced crossed product
C˚-algebra C0pMq ¸r G. Furthermore, in the case M is compact, every Radon measure
on M that is invariant under G gives an invariant transverse Radon measure (see [9] 5.α)
and by Theorem 6.30 of [23] the invariant transverse Radon measures are in bijection
with the lower semicontinuous densely defined traces on the C˚-algebra CpMq ¸r G. In
particular, in the uniquely ergodic case, there is only such a trace (up to a scalar).
Assuming that CpMq ¸r G is exact, then by [20] every lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace
on it is a trace and then in the uniquely ergodic case, CpMq ¸r G admits just one lower
semicontinuous 2-quasitrace.
In virtue of the amenability of R, Hedlund Theorem and Furstenberg Theorem, what we
have just said applies to the case of the transformation group C˚-algebra associated to the
action of R given by the horocycle flow on a homogeneus space of the form Gz SLp2,Rq,
with G a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq. So CpGz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R is simple and
with a unique lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace (up to scalars).
Furthermore, it follows from [17] Corollary 9.1 that the horocycle flow has finite Rokhlin
dimension and then by [17] Theorem 3.5 that CpGz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R has finite nuclear di-
mension. In particular, by [44] it is Z-stable and by [34] its Cuntz semigroup is almost
unperforated. Then we see that all the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5 of [4] are satisfied, ex-
cept possibly the condition that its stabilization has almost stable rank 1. Note however
that by Corollary 6.7 of [17] we can infer that this C˚-algebra is stable and so we would
"only" need to check that it has almost stable rank 1 (rather then its stabilization). For
note that by [31] Corollary 3.2 it is enough to check that CpGz SLp2,Rqq ¸ R is projec-
tionless, but this fact was proved by Connes in [9] page 129 and is a consequence of the
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interplay between the geodesic and the horocycle flow (and simplicity).
In virtue of the stability result of the previous chapter, or from the fact that the Lebesgue
measure µL on R2zt0u (which is SLp2,Rq-invariant) induces an unbounded lower semicon-
tinuous trace on C0pR2zt0uq¸G ([35] Lemma 5.3) and then, as a hereditary C˚-subalgebra
of CpGz SLp2,Rqq ¸R, C0pR2zt0uq ¸G has to be stable, we see that if G is a cocompact
discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, then C0pR2zt0uq ¸G » CpGz SLp2,Rqq ¸R. We have just
observed the following
Proposition 5.1. Let G be a discrete cocompact subgroup of SLp2,Rq. The transforma-
tion group C˚-algebra C0pR2zt0uq¸G is simple, separable, stable, Z-stable, with a unique
lower semicontinuous 2-quasitrace and it has almost stable rank 1. In particular it satisfies
the hypothesis of [4] Theorem 3.5.
As a consequence we obtain the following properties for the C˚-algebra associated to
the action of a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq on R2zt0u
Corollary 5.2. Let G be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq, τ the lower semicon-
tinuous trace associated to the Lebesgue measure µL on R2zt0u and dτ the corresponding
functional on the Cuntz semigroup CupC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq. Then
(44) PedpC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq “ tx P CpR2zt0uq ¸G : dτ pr|x|sq ă 8u.
Every hereditary C˚-subalgebra of CpR2zt0uq¸G is either algebraically simple or isomor-
phic to CpR2zt0uq ¸G.
Corollary 5.3. Let G be a cocompact discrete subgroup of SLp2,Rq. Every countably
generated right Hilbert module for C0pR2zt0uq ¸G is isomorphic to one of the form
(45) f ¨ pC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq, f P C0pR2zt0uq.
For two such Hilbert modules we have
(46)
f ¨ pC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq » g ¨ pC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq ô µLpsupppfqq “ µLpsupppgqq
and there exists a Hilbert module E such that
(47) f ¨ pC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq » E Ť g ¨ pC0pR2zt0uq ¸Gq
if and only if µLpsupppfqq ă µLpsupppgqq.
Proof. The Cuntz semigroup of the C˚-algebra C0pR2zt0uq¸G is stably finite by [2] Propo-
sition 5.2.10, hence by Lemma 2.2 of [4] it does not contain compact elements, since this
C˚-algebra is projectionless. Hence the countably generated Hilbert modules correspond
to soft elements and Cuntz equivalence of soft elements is implemented by the unique (up
to scalar multiples) nontrivial functional associated to the unique (up to scalar multiples)
lower semicontinuous trace τ . It follows that all the possible values in the range of the
dimension function are obtained by Cuntz equivalence classes of elements in C0pR2zt0uq
since, for every f P C0pR2zt0uq, we have dτ pfq “ µLpsupppfqq. The result follows from
Theorem 3.5 of [4]. l
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6. Final remarks
It follows from the results in the last section that if G is a cocompact discrete sub-
group of SLp2,Rq, the Cuntz classes of elements in the transformation group C˚-algebra
C0pR2zt0uq ¸G are generated by continuous functions on the plane. It might be possible
that this property can be derived from the dynamics. This will be studied in a future
work.
It can be shown that if we restrict to discrete subgroups of SLp2,Rq which are the inverse
images under the quotient map p : SLp2,Rq Ñ PSLp2,Rq of fundamental groups of hy-
perbolic Riemann surfaces, the construction of the C˚-algebra associated to the horocycle
flow on the corresponding homogeneous space of SLp2,Rq induces a functor from a cate-
gory whose objects are hyperbolic Riemann surfaces and the morphisms are finite sheeted
holomorphic coverings to the usual category of C˚-algebras; this suggests that it might
be possible do detect the holomorphic structure at the C˚-algebraic level. Observe that,
if Mg is a compact Riemann surface of genus g, after identifying p´1ppi1pMgqqz SLp2,Rq
with the unit tangent bundle T1pMgq, the Thom-Connes isomorphism ([8]) gives a way
to compute the K-theory of C0pR2zt0uq ¸ p´1ppi1pMgqq » CpT1pMgqq ¸ R and it reads
(48) K0pC0pR2zt0uq ¸ p´1ppi1pMgqqq “ Z2g`1,
(49) K1pC0pR2zt0uq ¸ p´1ppi1pMgqqq “ Z2g`1 ‘ Z{p2g ´ 2q.
Both the order and the scale in K0 are trivial since C0pR2zt0uq ¸ p´1ppi1pMgqq is projec-
tionless and stable.
Furthermore, by [8] Corollary 2 the range of the pairing between K0 and the unique trace
is determined by the Ruelle-Sullivan current associated to this flow (see [9] 5-α), which
is trivial by [25]. Thus the Elliott invariant contains information only about the genus,
or equivalently, the homeomorphic class of the Riemann surface. In particular, if the
Elliott conjecture holds true for this class of C˚-algebras and if it is possible to detect the
holomorphic structure at the level of the C˚-algebras, this cannot correspond to just the
C˚-algebraic structure. The study of the transformation group C˚-algebras in these par-
ticular cases, with a view towards classification, and of the way the holomorphic structure
reflect at the level of C˚-algebras, will be the topic of a future research.
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